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Abstract

Future space missions will have significant requirements for on-board scientific computing beyond traditional computing services such as avionics and spacecraft management. Reconfigurable computing has been identified repeatedly as an enabling technology for such next-generation spaceflight computing systems. However, with this broadened deployment model comes the requirement for a fully-featured reconfigurable operating system, providing a development and deployment infrastructure. In this paper we discuss the requirements for such an operating system, and argue that embedded Linux running on FPGA-based soft or hard processor cores provides an excellent match for the role.

1. Introduction

The availability of high performance on-board computing has been identified as a key technological requirement of NASA’s 21st century human spaceflight objectives. Reconfigurable computing is widely recognised as offering many compelling capabilities for this purpose, including high performance, fault-tolerance, design flexibility and reuse, and the capability for post-deployment functional retargeting, among others [1].

There are two primary challenges in applying reconfigurable computing to this domain. The first relates to the physical characteristics of programmable logic devices and the characterisation of their behaviour in space environments. We include in this characterisation, the study and practice of high-reliability logic design, device- and system-level redundancy and so on.

Assuming that the physical challenges can be met, the second challenge is to provide system architectures and development frameworks that support application development on reconfigurable platforms. This requirement is not unique to aerospace applications – significant research effort continues to be spent on making reconfigurable computing look more like software than hardware, as evidenced by research and development activities in the field of high-level synthesis. It is this development and deployment usability aspect that we consider in the current work.

Single-purpose space computing systems such as avionics, flight control and spacecraft management are typically built either on the “bare-metal” or on small footprint, real-time operating systems such as vxWorks. This approach is suitable and indeed desirable because of the tight coupling between the hardware and software design. Similarly, the use of re-programmable logic devices in space missions has also tended to be mostly single-purpose – reconfigurability is typically only exercised for post-launch update, or to work around unforeseen design issues. Thus, the reconfigurable logic design is tightly coupled with its surrounding systems and circuitry.

If the computational density advantages of reconfigurable computing [2] are to be leveraged for general-purpose onboard scientific computing, then a true reconfigurable operating system is needed. We outline the requirements of such an operating system in Section 3, and argue that embedded Linux, on FPGA-based hard or soft processor cores is the best approach to developing a general purpose reconfigurable space computing platform.

2. Background

Wigley and Kearney proposed the following axioms for reconfigurable operating systems [3]:

- the primary focus should be reducing complexity as seen by the user
- the operating system must form a contract between the systems software and the applications designer.

These axioms are a natural extension of operating system concepts to the reconfigurable computing domain, essentially advocating a logic management API. Until recently, most research on reconfigurable operating systems has assumed or implied a master/slave hardware architecture, whereby a conventional microprocessor based system (often a desktop PC) is interfaced to one or more FPGAs that provided the reconfigurable computing resources. This has led to a focus on tasks such as logic area partitioning and management (e.g. [3]) and dynamic module placement [4]. The master CPU systems execute whatever mainstream operating system is convenient, typically Linux or a Unix variant, or Windows. This split architecture can create a performance bottleneck on the system bus or interconnect, and limit the cohesion possible between the conventional and reconfigurable components of the system.

Two relatively recent developments change this model. Firstly, the advent of powerful soft processor cores, and embedded hard processor cores allows the FPGA itself to host a fully featured operating system. For example, Linux is
available on the Microblaze and NIOS soft processors, as well as the PPC and ARM hard cores present in various Xilinx and Altera FPGAs. Secondly, the introduction of self-reconfiguration capabilities in modern FPGAs, such as the Xilinx Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP), allows self-reconfiguring systems without the need for an external host. Embedding the processor core within the logic fabric offers tighter integration and greater flexibility in the overall system architecture, and in many cases, higher performance by avoiding master-slave communication bottlenecks.

3. Requirements for a Reconfigurable Operating System

The role of the reconfigurable operating system in general purpose spaceflight computing applications is different to an RTOS upon which the avionics or navigation subsystem must execute. The system should support a wider variety of developers and applications for a wider range of scientific and technical computations. Specifically, a general purpose reconfigurable operating system must

1. **support sequential (processor-based) execution**, with a familiar programming paradigm as a starting point for application development. It is unreasonable to expect that all users will have hardware design capabilities, and therefore a graceful transition of application codes from conventional computing platforms must be offered;
2. **offer interoperability with existing general purpose computing infrastructure**, including networking, file storage and other I/O device interfacing;
3. **provide a process model that seamlessly supports hardware, software, and hybrid processes** within the same architecture, including support for standard interprocess communication methodologies across homogenous and heterogeneous application implementations;
4. **provide a logic management interface** that abstracts operations such as dynamic partial reconfiguration, in support of the hardware process model;
5. **support integration of hardware components developed in a variety of tool flows**, such as graphical tools like Simulink / System Generator, high-level synthesis tools such as Handel-C, as well as traditional VHDL and Verilog flows;
6. **be scaleable**, supporting single-chip, multi-chip and multi-board computing systems within the same operating system architecture.

Of these requirements, 1, 2 and 6 are already supported by embedded Linux. One of the arguments for using Linux in embedded contexts is the ability to develop and prototype applications on standard desktop platforms. Interoperability with a broad range of existing systems is also a strong motivator. On scaleability, Linux is finding wide deployment in both multiprocessor (SMP) and multinode (cluster) configurations, and these are available to embedded Linux development.

Requirement 3 is partially supported, in that Linux has a mature interprocess communication model inherited from its Unix origins. Pipes and FIFO-based communication, shared memory, semaphores and network-based message passing are fundamental components of the existing operating system. Hardware analogues of these primitives are well established, and previous work has demonstrated how such structures can be naturally integrated into the Linux architecture [5].

Requirement 4 has frequently been addressed by previous reconfigurable operating systems research. We are looking at integrating these ideas into embedded Linux. For example, we have already demonstrated partial dynamic self-reconfiguring linux systems [6].

Requirement 5 can be met by creating bindings for the various tool flows that map onto the hardware management/process/IPC architecture. Adequate support for this diversity of tools is essential for a reconfigurable operating system to gain widespread support.
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